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John Brekelmans sat silently in the grandstand. All around him, the crowd buzzed with effervescent
energy as the 2011 Tamarang NCHA Open Futurity results were announced. But John’s mind was
wandering. He was reminiscing over the journey that had brought him there, trying to comprehend
how a station run-in became the matriarch of one of the Cutting Industry’s most talked about
bloodlines, and how she’d brought a gangly kid from the city along for the ride.
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The Ugly Duckling that became a

2011 NCHA Futurity Champion
Ducks Dux with Clint Allen aboard

Champion
John showing Oaks Fancy
Duckling 1992

A

s a child growing up
in Sydney and The
Solomon Islands, John
Brekelmans
wanted
nothing more than a
horse of his own. In
1971, acting on the reckless optimism
of a 16 year-old with big ambitions
and barely any riding experience,
John left home to pursue his dream
of becoming a jackaroo. Starting at
‘Bundure’ station near Jerilderie,
New South Wales, on a wage of $900
a year, John worked at stations across
New South Wales and Queensland.
It wasn’t until four years later, while
he was working at ‘Wondoola’ station
that John got his horse.
When John started at ‘Wondoola’,
most of the camp was in preparation
for Saxby Campdraft. John didn’t
have a horse to compete on and an
indigenous stockman named Jimmy
George suggested that John ride ‘Old
Duck’. John laughed; Old Duck was a
plain-looking, hairy-legged clumper.
But Jimmy insisted, and John agreed
to trial the mare yarding cattle. Old
Duck showed such agility turning into
the beast that John nearly fell off. No
matter where the weaner broke, she was

there to block it. So John Brekelmans,
a self-professed and head-stockman
confirmed “useless jackaroo”, rode the
clumper Old Duck in the Saxby Open
Draft, and finalled.
Old Duck was euphemistically retitled
Cold Duck, and John Brekelmans wasn’t
called useless…quite as often.
John bought Cold Duck from her
owner, Jan Campbell, for $300. A
stockman, horse-breaker, and selftrained saddler, John wandered from
job to job, and his horses went with
him. John and Cold duck travelled from
the heat of Normanton, to the cold of
Coodamundra, then to Coonanbell,
Come By Chance, Walget and, finally,
Roma. Without land of his own, John
often relied on the generosity of others
for a place to graze his horses, and to
this day is grateful for all the support he
received.
John’s love of cutting harks back to his
first year as a jackaroo, when he attended
a Max McTaggart cutting school. Years
later, while in the USA, he hoped that a
stint working for a cutting horse trainer
would give him more exposure to the
sport, but, in the entire 9 months he
was employed there, he only got to work

a cow once. Nevertheless, he returned
to Australia determined to become a
cutting horse trainer.
The chance came when Robert Baldwin
swapped a breeding service to Docs T Bar
for one of John’s saddles. When John
showed up with Cold Duck, Robert
asked if he had anything better to
breed. John admits that had he been
in Robert’s position he would have
thought the same. John replied that he
did have better-looking mares, but Cold
Duck was the one he wanted a foal out
of.
The resulting foal, Docs Duckling,
showed potential from the word ‘go’.
John fondly remembers the first time
he saddled her as the most spirited
bucking exhibition he has ever seen.
He knew that he had an athlete. He also
knew he was in no hurry to ride her.
But ride her he did.
John and his partner at the time,
Susan, were living without electricity
in a ramshackle shed. In order to train
Duckling, they drew upon well-keened
skills of improvisation- they scavenged
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old railroad sleepers and netting from
a rubbish dump to make a yard, and
John snuck cattle from the Julia Creek
common to work before slipping them
back. He even tried working goats, to
little success.
Docs Duckling is now recognised as
one of the leading dams of Australian
performance horses. The 5 foals she bore
to Docs Freckles Oak are responsible for
a hefty 10% of total NCHA earnings by
his progeny of 498.
It was in the tobacco plantation country
of Dimbulah that John finally found a
place of his own to train a champion
cutting horse. John had bred Docs
Duckling to Freckles Oak, and named
the foal Oaks Fancy Duckling. He
trained Oaks Fancy Duckling on 70
head of cattle borrowed from his
neighbors, and introduced her to the
bustle of crowds by taking her with
his rodeo horses when he competed in
roping events. With only $10 in cutting
winnings to his name, John rode Fancy
in the 1992 Tamarang Open Futurity
and won Reserve Champion, a prize of
nearly $15,000. John decided to hang
up his ropes and leave rodeo; he was
a cutting man. The following year he
and Docs Fancy Duckling won both the
NCHA Open and Non Pro Derbies.
Oaks Fancy Duckling’s foal Dashing

Duckling was also destined for success
in the cutting ring. Todd Graham
placed 3rd on her in the Victorian Open
Futurity, and John rode her to victory
at both Toowoomba and Goondiwindi
Non Pro Derbies.
But John, seeing Dashing Duckling’s
potential as a brood mare, decided she
was more valuable in the breeding pen
than the cutting pen.
For Dashing Duckling’s second foal,
John arranged through Australian

John’s makeshift cutting yard at Julia Creek

John showing Dashing Duckling
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agents for Sophisticated Cat, Gordon
and Leonie Evans of Everston Park, to
put her to the US stud. John, who is a
great believer in mare lines, knew that
Sophisticated Cat is descended from
fine stock, and was impressed with
the resulting filly. When it came to
naming the foal, John enlisted the help
of one of his employees. “Something
sophisticated”, he’d requested, to which
she immediately replied “Ducks Dux”.
That night, John’s daughter, who was
completing grade 12 at a Rockhampton
boarding school, called with the news

John with his partner Margrit
overwhelmed after winning the
2011 NCHA Futurity
Photo by: Liz Spreed

Oaks Fancy Duckling c 1992

that she had just been awarded Dux
of School. With such auspicious
coincidence surrounding her name,
John knew Ducks Dux was bound to
succeed.
John, admitting that his showmanship
had let him down on many occasions,
felt another rider would give Dux a
better chance at winning in her futurity
run.
When he heard that New Zealand born
and USA based horse trainer Clint Allen
would be coming to Australia for the
futurity, John saw a perfect match for
Ducks Dux. Clint, ranked one of the
top 10 NCHA riders since 2006, is well
known for his elite showmanship, and
John was thrilled when Clint agreed to
compete on Ducks Dux.
John and his partner Margrit watched
in anticipation as Clint rode Ducks Dux
into the final. He showed her with all
the finesse John had expected from the
partnership. In cutting, a rider earns
extra points in certain credit-earning
situations; Clint and Ducks Dux rode

Clint Allen on Ducks Dux winning the 2011 NCHA Futurity - Photo by: Liz Spreed
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Precious Duck - John Breckleman
Photo by: Glenn Mandl

John, Margrit, Clint and Gordon Evans at
the 2011 NCHA Futurity presentation.
- Photo by: Liz Spreed

to perfection in each of those situations. Clint held the second cow for
a marathon near 40 seconds - a huge amount of time in cutting. John
watched the clock, knowing that Clint’s courage would pay off on the
score-sheet. They earned a NCHA Futurity record score of 152.
John is the first to point out that his story is not exceptional. There
are many like John who have struggled to find a place to keep horses,
who have improvised for cattle, and who roll out battered swags in the
shadows of the ‘flash rigs’ at shows. John credits his success to the legacy
of Cold Duck. Her progeny have inherited her attitude,
heart, desire, cattle sense and strong bones.
Many who have purchased from the Duck line
have been converts to the ‘Duck Club’, and John
is overjoyed to see his Duck mares’ progeny
succeeding for those who have invested in the
line.
As John Brekelmans sat silent in the
grandstand, moments before Ducks
Dux was announced the 2011 Tamarang
NCHA Open Futurity winner, he thought
of his journey, the incredible generosity of
people who helped him along the way, and
the station clumper that started it all.
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The beautiful
Ducks Dux
Photo by: Liz Spreed

Clint Allen in his victory lap on Ducks Dux - Photo by: Liz Spreed

